
Nacra Australia Update June 2014 

 

Beach rollers  

Nacra  are no longer importing the alloy rims for large aeroplane type rollers.  

Due to higher costs of importing them from the US.  

We now supply the following types  

 ·         Yellow set  

·         Small pneumatic type  

·         Plastic rim large aeroplane type sleeve type  

·         Euro trax large rollers (featuring easy to assemble needle bearings) plastic rim as well.  

  

Trailers.  

Nacra will be no longer making the small frame that was manufactured for Nacra sirocco, 
Nacra 430. Both these boats will now be supplied with medium frame at the minimal extra 
cost.  

The small trailer may be reintroduced in the future if manufacturing costs can be justified  

 

New Pentax square top Mainsail for Nacra 5.0  

 All new Nacra 5.0 catamarans will be supplied with new square top mainsail featuring white 
Pentax material.  

These are available to existing boats for owners wanting to upgrade.  

 

Nacra 350 specials.  

 All Nacra 350s that are ordered  for clubs or multiple buys (2 or more) will receive a $250 
discount of normal pricing per boat.  

This offer applies until 20 are sold-currently 11 have been sold.  

 



New colour for 350 sails  

Pink is now available as well as the standard colour on the Nacra 350.  

 

New rigging fittings  

All spinnaker model boats and all boats from 5.0 upwards come standard with new fitting on 
top swage on rigging.  

This helps to eliminate stretch plus stops spinnaker getting caught on fittings.  

 

Nacra 430 sail colour  

The Nacra 430 sail colour is now also available in graphite grey This will give the boat a whole 
new look. The original white is still available as well.  

The 430 has recently been sold into Western Australia (2 boats)  

Giving us boats in 4 states so far with 29 boats sold in total.  

It is very important we all keep pushing this fabulous boat, we have heard many of the 29 
boats are going to attend the upcoming nationals.  

  

Performance blocks and fittings  

Nacra will continue to offer Performance fittings as an option on boats and for parts. 
Performance yacht fittings are now being produced in black instead of the blue colour they 
used to use, making them look more modern.  

  

New Reinforced rudder gudgeon  

 Nacra have reinforced the rudder gudgeons ,this has been done by placing a gusset 
underneath for extra support.  

This has been welded in during manufacturing and then anodised for a professional finish.  

  

 

 



Price increase 1st of July 2014  

Unfortunately a new price list will be current on the 1st of July 2014 for all boats.  

Most boats will have to go up in price ,due to all our increases from suppliers throughout the 
year.  

Boats that are ordered and deposits paid before then will be  charged at current pricing. 

 

36th Nacra nationals.  

Please find attached the flyer on the upcoming  36th Nacra nationals if you can all place this 
flyer on all your websites and social media to help promote the event.  

We are expecting a big turnout at this event. I have heard already many people saying they 
are going.  

Accommodation is in short supply so please tell people to book as soon as they can.  

 


